Legal Technologist (m/f/x)
Pioneers welcome! For our newly established
Legal Tech Hub in Berlin, we are recruiting Legal
Technologists (m/f/x) to join our growing Legal
Technology Operations Team.
Take the opportunity to be part of our Berlin
team and work on top global mandates and
technology projects in a dynamic, international
and tech-savvy environment that encourages
digital innovation.

Working at Freshfields carries a few promises
You will not be bored. You will face problems you
haven’t seen before. You will meet interesting people.
And you will always work in teams. This calls for a
genuine interest in other people and the acceptance of
differences. It also means an exceptional willingness to
pitch in to get the job done.
As part of our Legal Tech Ops Team, you will be
responsible for the use and delivery of legal tech on
client matters, as well as maintaining our legal tech
tools internally. Your role will make a significant
contribution to our firm’s success and include:
• Working with the Senior Manager to deliver, oversee
and maintain legal technology projects
• During development phases managing proof of
concepts and assisting with rollout and user training
activities
• Providing a legal tech consultancy service to internal
stakeholders as well as advising on best practice and
requirements for using legal technology tools in
matter delivery
• Tracking usage and KPIs relating to operational use
and governance structure for these legal technology
tools
• Testing new technology against pre-defined criteria
and evaluating performance and efficiency benefits,

and keeping up to date with legal technology
industry developments and client needs
• Owning basic set up and training on new tools to
facilitate their expansion across the firm
Your qualifications
You have a degree in computer science, business
information technology or law where you have
demonstrated your outstanding abilities. Additionally,
you are fluent in German and English (spoken and
written). You are familiar with technology principles
at a high level such as agile development, SaaS and
cloud computing and you have an interest in new and
emerging technologies such as AI, machine learning,
data room providers and document review platforms.
Beyond that, you know how to use your analytical and
critical thinking skills as well as your interpersonal
skills to work well in an interdisciplinary and
international team.
Interested? Then let’s talk!
To apply, please email an application letter, your CV and
your references (filed together into one PDF) to:
Asmaa Afouane
HR Executive
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
T +49 69 27 30 81 67
E asmaa.afouane@freshfields.com

karriere.freshfields.de

